PATIENT EXPERIENCE WEEK

Penn Highlands Healthcare
APRIL 24-28, 2017

As we kick off the week of celebration, we are asking everyone that works at Penn Highlands Healthcare to submit their stories of a Positive Patient Experience that they or a colleague created by doing something for a patient or their loved one that showed compassion or reduced their anxiety or fear.

Please send entries to Linda Melillo, System Director, Patient Experience, lsmelillo@phhealthcare.org by close of business on Friday, April 28, 2017.

The top 10 Stories from each facility/service line* will be selected and recognized by being placed on a story board and displayed at various locations in the PHH system.

One winning story from each facility/service line* will be selected by leadership and will win an Amazon Echo Dot.

* Eight Echo Dots will be awarded: One each for PH Clearfield, PH Community Nurses, PH Brookville, PH DuBois East, PH DuBois West, PH Elk, PH Physicians Network, and Pinecrest Manor. Other smaller prizes will also be awarded.

www.phhealthcare.org